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This book is a collection of recipes that my grandmothers made when I was a child.There are

five recipes for salted dishes and seven recipes for sweet dishes.Many of these recipes are

more than fifty years old.There are cakes, pies, donuts, sweet pastry.The recipes are very

detailed with photos of the step-by-step execution of the dishes and the final result.Hope you

like it!

“Barbara Kafka distills a lifetime of cooking in The Intolerant Gourmet. . . . A sophisticated

general cookbook.”—New York Times Book Review “Gluten- and lactose-free meals without a

single compromise.”—Everyday Food “Kafka’s seventh book, The Intolerant Gourmet, makes

her a pioneer again. . . . While many books in this [dairy- and gluten-free] genre take the

substitution approach — ‘Here’s what I want to eat, how can I make it?’ — Kafka did the

opposite: she set out to make delicious foods that just happen to live within new parameters.”—

Associated Press “This book is a breath of fresh air.”—Winston-Salem Journal “Gorgeous

dishes, worthy of a dinner party, without laboratory chemicals or apologies.”—Buffalo News “A

cooking encyclopedia, rethought for people who need to avoid a number of foods. Just

[Kafka’s] ratings of packaged gluten-free pasta in The Intolerant Gourmet: Glorious Food

Without Gluten & Lactose will be worth the price of the book for many.”—The Atlantic “This

book appeals to both the gluten- and dairy-intolerant and the rest of us.”—Rochester Democrat

and Chronicle “Chock full of food that tastes good.”—Newark Star-Ledger“A cooking

encyclopedia, rethought for people who need to avoid [gluten and lactose. Kafka’s] ratings of

packaged gluten-free pasta in The Intolerant Gourmet: Glorious Food Without Gluten &

Lactose will be worth the price of the book for many.” – The Atlantic -- Corby Cummer  � The

Atlantic“A cooking encyclopedia, rethought for people who need to avoid [gluten and lactose.

Kafka’s] ratings of packaged gluten-free pasta in The Intolerant Gourmet: Glorious Food

Without Gluten & Lactose will be worth the price of the book for many.” -- Corby Kummer  � The

Atlantic --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the

AuthorFew have done more to define how Americans prepare food than Barbara Kafka, whose

IACP and James Beard award-winning books Roasting and Microwave Gourmet made two

underutilized techniques central to everyday cooking. Ms. Kafka is a former food editor of

Vogue and a frequent contributor to The New York Times. She lives in New York and Vermont.

The author of Artisan's Soup: A Way of Life and Vegetable Love, Barbara Kafka's immense

achievements were recognized once more in 2007, when the James Beard Foundation gave

her its Lifetime Achievement Award. Her most recent book is The Intolerant Gourmet: Glorious

Food Without Gluten & Lactose.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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reproduced - in any form, whether mechanical or electronic - nor appropriate or stored in a

database system without the express authorization of the authors.IntroductionThe recipes

presented here were compiled from my mother's cookbooks. She was responsible for

preparing each one of them.Some of these recipes are more than fifty years old and they all

taste of my childhood and adolescence.This book is a tribute to the women of all generations in

my family and, in particular, to my grandmothers Izabel and Romilda.I hope you enjoy these

recipes and make them for your family. And that they’ll also become, for you too, the taste of

good memories.Enjoy!IndexIntroductionSalted RecipesSausage CakeHeart of Palm PieRolled

Ham and Mozzarella PieLoaf of BreadOlive PieSweet RecipesAmmonia Salt DonutCake

RingSoda CakeBanana PieAnthill CakeApple PieSweet Puffy Pastry SAUSAGE

CAKEIngredients:Dough:20 grams of dry biological yeast1 tablespoon of refined sugar2 whole

eggs1 tablespoon of salt2 cups of warm water500 grams of wheat flourFilling:1 tablespoon of

fennel200 grams of pepperoni sausage50 grams of bacon1 medium onion, grated1 tablespoon

of soy oilDirections:Start the preparation with the filling.Remove the skin from the pepperoni

sausage and cut into small cubes with a knife.Then, put a skillet with the oil on fire and sauté

the onion. When the onion is translucent, add the chopped sausage and fennel and sauté

well.Remove from heat and let cool. Reserve.In a mixer mix the dry yeast, sugar, salt, and

eggs.Add the flour and warm water gradually and mix well. The dough is very soft.Add the

sausage filling to the dough and mix with a spoon.Grease a round pan, with a hole in the

middle, with butter and wheat flour.Pour the mixture into the pan, cover with plastic, wrap in a

tablecloth, and let rise for half an hour.Then bake in a preheated oven at 180° Celsius degrees

(356°F) for approximately 45 minutes, when it is golden brown.Pan size: 25 cm in diameter and

9.5 cm in height. � 9.5 in. diameter x 3.8 in heighHEART OF PALM PIEIngredients:Dough:500

grams of wheat flour3 tablespoons of common lard3 tablespoons of butter1 and 1/2 cup of

milk1 tablespoon of baking powder1 pinch of saltFilling:1 tablespoon of olive oil300 grs of heart

of palm (reserve the canned water)1 chopped garlic clove1/2 cup of chopped onion1/2 cup of

chopped parsley1/2 cup pitted olives1 teaspoon of salt1 pinch of black pepper1 pinch of

oreganoFor assembly:• 2 boiled eggs cut into pieces• Crumb of two French bread rolls• 1/2 cup

of milk• 1 egg yolk to brushDirections:Start the preparation with the filling.In a saucepan, add

the oil and sauté the garlic and onion. Add the tomatoes and sauté a little more. Add the heart

of palm, the olives, the parsley, the salt, black pepper, oregano and let it sauté. If needed, add

a little water from the heart of palm canning to cook.Remove from heat and let cool.

Reserve.Dough:In a bowl mix the flour, lard, salt, milk, and finally the yeast. Knead on a

floured surface until the dough comes off your hands. Divide the dough into two equal parts.  

Contemporary Comfort Cookbook: Top 50 favorite Comfort food recipes that taste great!, Fine

Swedish Cooking: Authentic Swedish Recipes You would Definitely Love, Secret Fusion

Recipes from a Chef: Fusion Dishes to Liven up Your Weekly Meals, The Festive Christmas

Cookbook - Book 3: The Complete Collection of Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year

Recipes (The Very Merry Christmas Cookbook Series), The Fruity Salad Bowl: Fruit Salads for

Non-Dieters, Dutch Oven Cookbook: Dutch Oven Recipes You Can Easily Cook!, Welcome the
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New Year Cookbook: Discover Best-Ever Sweet' n Savory Recipes & Make it a Night to

Remember!, The Best Mexican Food Recipes: J. J. ROBERTS, The Amazing Panini Cookbook:

The Absolute Best Sandwich Recipes to Enjoy, From Irish Roots: Potatoes, Recipes, Folklore,

Family, And More, Wild Mushroom Field Guide and Mushroom Cookbook: A Complete Guide

to Foraging Wild Mushrooms and Prepare Easy and Delicious Recipes

Ebook Tops Reader, “Beautifully illustrated!. I can't wait to try some of these wonderful looking,

authentic recipes!Step by step photographs to ensure the right process and easy to

understand instructions on every page!It looks like a lot of time and care was put into this book

in order to preserve and share priceless recipes, and I am grateful to the author for her

generous and  thoughtful gift!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Mouthwatering Recipes!. I love the idea of creating a tribute to

grandmothers for the special recipes they’ve prepared over the years. A big thank you to S. A.

Santos and N. G. Santos. I’m preparing a list of ingredients needed so I can enjoy these

recipes, too! An easy to follow format with lovely pictures.”

Zelly Jordan, “Yummmmm. These recipes look so delicious. I’m ready for these two ladies to

come cook them all for me.!The step by step instructions complete with pictures is fantastic -

love that.Highly recommend this to anyone who likes to cook and anyone who likes to eat.”

The book by S. A. Santos has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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